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the first thing you will need to do is to choose the right unlocking service, as most services are
only for one carrier and will not work for the other. there are some good services, like

doctorsim, which do not need you to buy the carrier's unlock code. they have a database of all
the phone imei numbers and which code is for which network provider. in this case, doctorsim
will send a code to your email address. once the code is delivered to your email address, you

can enter it on the doctorsim website and start the unlocking process. doctorsim will first
check if your phone is locked, and if not, it will unlock it. you need to order your unlock code
online or simply enter the unique code on the download page. to unlock your alcatel pixi 3,

you just need to follow the instructions given by unlocky. you may also need to go back to the
alcatel pixi 4 network and add your old sim as a new sim. by doing so, you will avoid entering
the code when you unlock your phone, which will help your phone to reboot faster. now that
you have unlocked your alcatel pixi 3 and have another sim in it, you need to remember to
turn off the alcatel pixi 4 and add the old sim as a new sim. there are many alcatel pixi 3

owners that do that, and this is why you may find your alcatel pixi 3 in a locked state. if you
don't want to enter the alcatel pixi 4 unlock code every time you switch the sim, you can

simply use our acer unlock code list generator. no more waiting for the alcatel pixi 4 to unlock.
with our acer unlock code generator, you can generate as many unlock codes as you want
and automatically download them. then, you can access to the code without having to do

anything else.
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unlocking the alcatel pixi 4 is the easiest and fastest way to unlock your phone. you just need
to confirm your phone imei and select the desired network provider. you will be asked to enter
your alcatel pixi 4 imei and choose the country. fill in the fields and unlocky will show you your
unlock code in no more than 5 minutes. and don't worry, it won't void your warranty. unlocky

uses our network to verify the unlock request and you will receive the unlock code. to get your
phone unlocked, you need to enter the unlock code received from alcatel pixi 4 unlock code
generator and your device should be unlocked free. it's that easy, you don't have to worry

about making a mistake while entering the unlock code. don't worry if you have no idea what
the unlock code is because unlocky doesn't require you to remember it. we do not ask for any
personal or credit card details as we don't have to charge you for unlocking your alcatel pixi 4
network. all of our services are free of cost and you won't be charged anything by our unlock

solution. alcatel pixi 4 unlock code is usually generated in 2 to 4 hours, but it can be
overnight. during those moments, if you need to unlock a alcatel pixi 4 mobile device, you can
click the button "unlock code" in the confirmation mail which will lead you to the place where
you can download your unlock code. disclaimer: alcatel pixi 4 unlock procedure is not covered

under any warranty. we do not charge any fee for this service, all the unlock codes are
generated by unlocky and will be delivered as free. we only use this process to unlock alcatel
pixi 4 devices and this is the only unlocking method it is recommended to use. if you want to
unlock another phone you should use the official method provided by your network provider
or use a generic unlocking code generator. unlocky is not responsible for any wrong unlock

codes that you may enter or issues that you encounter after entering the code. please report
any bugs that you may encounter by sending us an email at support@unlocky.com.
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